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Subject: BBC documentary on young drivers 
Date: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 4:35 pm 
From: White, Ian <Ian.White@darlowsmithson.com> 
To: "David.Clarke@noHngham.ac.uk" <David.Clarke@noHngham.ac.uk> 
 
 Dear Professor Clarke, 

I’m writing to you from a London based documentary production company. 
We are currently developing a new television programme for BBC3 
supported by BBC Learning. The BBC learning department aims to educate 
and connect with young people and adults alike; it reaches its audience 
through the web and television. 

The objective of the programme is to educate young people on the causes 
and repercussions of car collisions. We intend to look at the background 
behind a given accident, the  investigation process and critically, at 
the impact on family, friends and the wider community. 41% of all 
fatally injured drivers are aged between 16 and 29 and BBC3 has an 
audience of 16-34 year olds. The programme will also be used by the BBC 
learning department as an educational tool -  this could incorporate 
workshops and information packs for schools and colleges. 

At this stage I need to achieve two things; firstly I need to identify 
potential stories for us to focus on and secondly to obtain general 
background information on the subject. I appreciate much of your 
research sources will be of a confidential nature but if you could spare 
a few minutes to chat about this project I would be most grateful.

I’m very aware that this is an incredibly difficult subject to address 
and we do not wish to cause additional distress to the bereaved friends 
and families, however I would like to highlight the educational merit of 
this project in raising awareness of road safety issues among young 
drivers. 

Darlow Smithson is an independent production company. We have been asked 
to develop this idea because we have a proven track record of making 
documentaries of a sensitive nature and pride ourselves on respecting 
the feelings and wishes of our contributors. You can find out more about 
us and some of the programmes we make at www.darlowsmithson.com.

It would be great if you could take the time to discuss this project 
with me. I can be reached on 0207 482 7027 or 0207 482 9604 or via e-
mail me at ian.white@darlowsmithson.com. Alternatively I would be 
pleased to call you at your convenience. I am working to deadline and 
need to submit some potential ideas to the BBC by early next week.

Yours sincerely,

Ian White 
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